SANTA CLARA COUNTY MOVES TO ORANGE TIER

As more activities are allowed to resume, proceed with caution.

COVID-19 case rates, hospitalizations and deaths are decreasing but remain present.

Vaccinations are occurring at the speed supplies allow but most Santa Clara County residents are still not vaccinated.

City council votes on homeless issues

Community members differ in whether they support the removal of San Jose homeless encampments

By Giorgina Laurel

After weeks of public outcry, San Jose City Council members voted in favor of continuing the controversial removal of homeless encampments throughout the city during a Tuesday Zoom council meeting.

Todd Langton, a member of Agape Silicon Valley, said he's against sweeping encampments because the city has no current plan to relocate the homeless community. Agape Silicon Valley is a San Jose nonprofit that aims to improve the quality of life for the homeless community, according to its website.

“I strongly encourage the city to stop the sweep, stop the abatements, unless there are sanctioned encampments already in place,” Langton said during public comment. “There should be a sanction and cabinet in everybody’s district.”

San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo halted the sweeps of homeless encampments in March 2020, abiding by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines which state homeless people should be permitted to stay in their encampments to prevent spreading the coronavirus.

SJSU holds discussion for AAPI community

San Jose State community members joined together to discuss thoughts, emotions and issues that have arisen from the Atlanta shootings and recent high numbers of hate crime incidents Monday evening on Zoom.

Alumnus Don Nguyen said the recent shootings have brought deep-rooted issues of discrimination and hate toward the Asian American and Pacific Islander community to the "limelight."

"Systemic racism has always been there . . . but it was really brought out both last year and this year with all these attacks, hate crimes and systemic injustices," Nguyen said.

Many of us on this [Zoom] call have been grappling and struggling with issues of hate incidents that are anti-Asian in their attacks [and] exclusion of people in our community.

Kathleen Wong (Lau)
SJSU chief diversity officer

A series of shootings occurred at massage parlors in Atlanta on March 16 and out of eight people who were killed, six were Asian American women, according to a March 17 NBC News article.

Christopher Yang, director of the MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center said the dangerous realities Asian women face from hypersexualization is a leading example of microaggression and xenophobia in the U.S.

"The fetishization and exoticization of this particular act of violence in Atlanta is really part of the idea of who we consider to have power and rights to humanize [others]," Yang said.

Other examples include the model minority stereotype and the discriminatory coronavirus rhetoric, according to the American Psychology Association.

The model minority stereotype stems from the idea that all Asian Americans are far more successful through the combination of talent and dedication and therefore are at a higher level than other minority
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Stop AAPI Hate is a California non-profit that tracks discrimination and hate.

During the meeting, the city’s homeless coordinator, 6,097 people, according to the city’s Homelessness Annual report included in the Tuesday city council meeting.

San José residents who've been supportive of the city's manager office, 50-foot buffers around schools are 50-foot buffer zone.
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City of San Jose Councilmember Sergio Limon said the tension surrounding the challenges of homeless people face and the housed residents of encampments surrounding school districts with the highest numbers of homeless encampments surrounding them. This also includes Frank McKinley School District, San Jose School District, and Alum Rock Unified School District.

"You know these districts are heavily impacted by homeless encampments and their schools have a lot of encampments that are in their proximity," Carrillo said during public comment.
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Disneyland’s reopening must prioritize guest safety

Madilyne Medina

Disneyland opened its gates on March 13, 2020—blissfully unaware it would be the last day of operation for more than a year, the park’s longest closure in its 66 year history.

While it’s not necessarily wrong for Disneyland to reopen because the county’s health guidelines now allow it, it’s critical that employees and visitors are mindful of the potential risks.

Disneyland could cause major damage if the reopening isn’t executed properly because the park differs from your average local mall or grocery store.

Since the start of the pandemic, there have been multiple instances of dramatic case increases after several states and their facilities reopened, according to a July 9, 2020, New York Times article. The trend may prove California’s spike in cases was because of “a haphazard reopening process that gave people a false sense that they were in the clear.”
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**CONSISTENCY AND ENFORCEMENT**

Consistency and enforcement of the guidelines is what needs to be upheld by park management.

Guests need to be conscious of their decisions to visit Disneyland and understand the potential health risk they are taking by putting themselves and others in jeopardy. Those who are at high risk or have pre-existing health conditions should abstain from visiting until the pandemic improves.

It’s my hope the nostalgic magic of Disneyland will heighten the spirits of guests that visit and provide some sense of restored normality, taking that uncertain first step will be a nerve-wracking event.

Although the Orange County’s health guidelines allow for the park to reopen, park officials and guests still need to be extremely cautious of several potential risks.

Disneyland could cause major damage if the reopening isn’t executed properly because the park differs from your average local mall or grocery store.

While it’s not necessarily wrong for Disneyland to reopen because the county’s health guidelines now allow it, it’s critical that employees and visitors are mindful of the potential risks.

Finding the reputation of unsatisfactory customer service is not nearly as important as the health and safety of visitors.
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Soul food eatery overcomes hurdles

By Madelina Medina

"I would say that the South Bay, growing up, if you want soul food you go to Oakland," Ortiz said. "It's comforting that they had it in San Jose."

Jackie's Place is not only well known for its delicious food but also for its impact on the community.

"Everyone calls her that because they gravitate towards her," Kiana Jackson said. "She is that person and that matriarch of the community everyone looks to and welcome you with open arms."

Kiana Jackson said she’s happy to share her mom with the community because Jackson takes care of her customers. She said she has her mom more than the mayor of San Jose with the same consideration as she treats her business encounters, Jackie’s Place is not only well known for its delicious food but also for its customer service.

"Kiana Jackson is the daughter of Jackie Jackson's Place owner."

I am just glad that everyone is seeing something that I was fortunate enough to grow up with," Kiana Jackson said.

Dispite the obstacles the business encountered, Jackie's Place has been a staple for the volume of South Bay customers longing for soul food and carefully crafted cooking reminiscent of a family reunion.

Hub's Coffee is definetly worth visiting. While I was mesmerized by the welcoming atmosphere, I was happy to discover the food as a good as the presentation suggests.

The shop is Filipino-owned and provides many traditional Filipino dishes alongside other creative dishes with fusion twists, containingFilipino staple ingredients like ube, or purple yam.

A lot of their Filipino dishes can only be found on their online menu and not on the menu in the shop. I looked online and ordered the crispy pork belly, mochi ube waffles, hot chocolate and the mango li hing mui swirl smoothie are two drinks on the Hub's Coffee menu. The hot chocolate, although a hot chocolate, was just as satisfying as a mango smoothie with the perfect amount of sweetness that was just enough to still distinguish the richness of the chocolate. The temperature was noteworthy too because it was not too hot but not too cold drinking it.

The mango li hing mui swirl smoothie was my favorite of the two drinks. This was my first time having it and was served with li hing, a Chinese plum, and it absolutely blew my mind. The two fruits by themselves are incredibly satisfying but together they were sublime.
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The NCAA disrespects female athletes

Jacqueline Vela

The events that transpired over the weekend involving the NCAA are disheartening and unfortunately a norm for female athletes. Women have been treated as second-class citizens for centuries and it should no longer be tolerated, especially in sports. The NCAA hosted their highly anticipated annual tournaments last weekend. The tournaments are an intense weekend dedicated to male and female college basketball games that end with crowning a champion.

However, the tournament organizers dropped the ball this year and delivered another slap in the face to women athletes. The weekend exploded with national social media coverage and stars from men’s and women’s basketball teams’ responses in comparison to what the women were provided. Oregon University basketball player Sabrina Ionescu called out the NCAA for disparities between the training areas provided for the men and women’s teams set to compete in March Madness, according to a March 17 CNBC interview. Sportswriter Stephen Curry, who rerouted the video on Twitter calling out the NCAA, said in a March 18th Twitter post, “Wow come on now! @NCAA @NCAAYall trip trapps trip”

The NCAA was quick to respond. However, the tournament organizers didn’t stop there. Another video surfaced on social media showing drastic differences in the food and gift bag items provided to their male counterparts. Female athletes were provided with much less in comparison to their male counterparts.
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